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COVID-19 Virus Statement


















Our customers and our employees are of utmost importance to us and safety for all is our
first concern.
We are regularly reviewing and adhering to Government and NHS advice on how the virus
can be managed and contained, and we have robust plans in place which we adapt to the
latest Government advice as it changes as the situation continues to evolve.
We are constantly examining how we can limit the impact of the virus within DACT and
the service we are offering to our customers. We have put in place a series of steps and
measures to keep our colleagues safe whilst allowing us to continue to serve our
customers.
We are keeping our employees fully informed about steps to take for containment and
management on our premises as well as during any customer site visits.
We have rolled out homeworking across the company for all roles where this is possible.
We have implemented social distancing measures at our office in line with Government
guidelines.
We have implemented increased hygiene measures at our office and sourced relevant
hygiene equipment and materials as recommended by Government guidelines.
All DACT service engineers have the recommended PPE. Masks, over shoes, wipe’s, and
hand sanitiser. Where possible we always ask our customers and engineers to remain 2
meters away from each other.
Any employee who is experiencing coronavirus symptoms or is required to isolate under
Government guidelines for any other reason, has been instructed not to attend work and
to follow the latest Government advice on next steps.
Any employee absent because of a confirmed case of COVID-19 will remain off site for the
full course of the illness, as recommended by Government guidelines.
We appreciate that you may require additional or altered services during this period for
your own Business Continuity. We are focused on working with our customers to
establish these requirements. Please keep us updated on your requirements.
As we all seek to mitigate the spread of the virus we would appreciate it if you could make
us aware of any confirmed or potential cases of the virus at your home or sites where a
DACT employee may have recently visited and will be due to visit so we can take the
appropriate actions to keep our employee safe.

